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Optical encryption system using hyperchaos generated by an optoelectronic wavelength oscillato
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An optical encryption system using chaos in which a signal can be masked is reported. The particular design
of the chaotic oscillator and the use of wavelength as the dynamical variable provides an accurate control of
chaos and a potential number of encryption keys. Experimental results are reported and discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Data encryption using chaos was reported in the e
1990s@1,2# as a new approach for signal encoding that d
fers from the classical methods that use numerical algorith
as the encryption keys. A chaotic signal is intrinsically de
cated to encryption. Firstly, the dynamics is similar to that
a white noise, which can be used to mask data and to pro
communication signals from eavesdroppers. Secondly,
otic systems are deterministic, and in some cases, their c
plicated dynamics can be governed by a quite simple non
ear differential equation, which can also be used at
decoding process to extract the original information e
crypted in chaos. The general scheme for an encrypted tr
mission system based on chaos is depicted in Fig. 1.
transmitter consists of two main elements, a master gene
of chaos, and an encryption device for encoding
information-bearing signal in chaos. The receiver is a
formed by two subsystems, a slave generator of chaos, w
should be able to replicate the chaotic signal generated a
transmitter~it usually consists of the same elements used
the transmitter to generate chaos!, and a decoding device
whose role is to extract the original signal from chaos.

Much work has been devoted to such chaotic syste
suitable for data encryption. Pecoraet al. @1# reported a sys-
tem in which the generator of chaos is formed by a stable
an unstable subsystem. The same stable subsystem is u
the receiver to generate a chaos synchronized on the orig
one, and which can be subtracted from the transmitted c
otic signal to recover the information. Another approach c
sists in coding the information into unstable periodic orb
~UPOs! attached to chaos in its phase space@2#. This encryp-
tion method involves that each UPO can be addressed s
rately by the information signal. This is achieved by the s
called OGY ~Ott, Grebogi, Yorke @3#! method which
addresses chaotic oscillations to any of its UPOs. Decod
is achieved in a reciprocal way. The OGY method is attr
tive potentially, but needs a processing time that seems t
relatively high to induce the small perturbations required
address each of the trajectories. Analog and faster meth
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were also studied, using analog feedback in the chaotic
cillator loop @4,5#.

The demonstrators mostly reported up to the present h
been successfully realized using electronic circuits to gen
ate the encoding chaotic dynamics@6–9#. The family of
these dynamics is generally described by a three- or fo
dimensional nonlinear differential system. The complexity
chaotic dynamics~which also determines the key complexi
in terms of cryptography! can be expressed by the attract
dimension@10,11#, which is calculated to be between 2 an
3, or 3 and 4 for the systems reported in Refs.@6–9#. Since
complexity is related to the degree of confidentiality of t
encryption method, the fractal dimension should be as h
as possible. As the dimension exceeds 3, the system
termed hyperchaotic.

Recent works@12–14# have proposed optoelectronic sy
tems for data encryption using chaotic fluctuations of opti
power generated by laser diodes with an optical feedba
Such chaos in optical power can exhibit a high complex
~hyperchaos!, and fast intensity fluctuations with a wid
bandwidth, which is well suited to the high bit rate and hi
encoding rate that are expected in future fiber commun
tion networks. However, generating chaos in power impl
the physical parameters of the laser diodes, such as its
linear behavior in power, to be controlled very accurate
and with a high reliability. This probably explains why ex
perimental demonstrations in optics have been relatively l
ited so far.

We report here a different approach, in which chaos
wavelength rather than chaos in intensity, is used to enc
a signal. The advantages are in the high accuracy and
reliability of chaos control—and hence, of the encrypti
and decoding process. Generating chaos in wavelength
signal encryption relies on the wavelength agility of a las
diode with a feedback loop and a nonlinear element in wa
length. At the receiver side, decoding is achieved usin
nonautonomous generator of chaos in wavelength.

FIG. 1. Principle of encryption using chaos.
6618 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 6619OPTICAL ENCRYPTION SYSTEM USING HYPERCHAOS . . .
present an effective experimental demonstration in which
tically generated chaos is used for signal encryption.

The article is organized as follows. Section II describ
the generator of chaos, which produces controlled cha
fluctuations of the wavelength of a laser diode. In Sec.
we consider how such a generator of chaos can be used
transmitter to mask a signal. The decoding process at
receiver is also discussed with considerations on the de
ing errors. Section IV describes the experimental realiza
of the receiver. Finally the first experimental results are
ported in Sec. V.

II. THE CHAOTIC WAVELENGTH GENERATOR

The generator of the chaotic wavelength beam that is u
to encrypt the information is depicted in Fig. 2. Its mode
operation has already been discussed in other circumsta
@15#. It consists of an electrically tunable DBR multiele
trode laser diode with a feedback loop formed by a delay
and an optical device whose peculiarity is to exhibit a no
linearity in wavelength. Under some conditions, it turns o
that the wavelength emitted by the laser diode fluctuates
otically around its center wavelengthL0 . More precisely,
the chaotic oscillator in Fig. 2 consists of the following.

~i! A tunable double electrode DBR laser diode who
center wavelength is set atL0 by means of a dc injection
current I 20. The wavelength can be tuned continuous
aroundL0 , i.e., without mode hopping, with a modulatio
currenti superimposed toI 20. Then the emitted wavelengt
L is proportional toi : L5L01l with l5Si, whereS is
the tuning rate of the laser diode. The optical powerP0 is
wavelength independent and is adjustable by means o
injection currentI 10.

~ii ! A spectral filter operating as a wavelength nonline
element, formed by a birefringent plate BP set between
crossed polarizersP1 andP2 . The fast and slow axes of BP
are oriented at 45° to the polarizing directions ofP1 andP2 .
The power spectrum density of light at the output ofP2 is a
channeled spectrum, i.e., a functionFNL of wavelengthL,
which can be expressed as

FNL@L#5sin2S pD

L D , ~1!

FIG. 2. Chaos generator used as the transmitter. The transm
is formed by a DBR two-section wavelength tunable laser dio
with a delayed nonlinear feedback loop. The input messages(t) is
encrypted within chaotic fluctuations of the wavelength emitted
the laser diode.
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where D is the optical path difference~OPD! of BP. The
tuning range of the laser diode being much smaller than
center wavelengthL0 , Eq. ~1! can be approximated as

FNL@l#5sin2S pD

L0
2 l2F0D , ~2!

with F05pD/L0 , and wherel5L2L05Si is the wave-
length deviation from the center wavelengthL0 as the laser
diode is tuned with a currenti around bias currentI 20. Equa-
tions ~1! and ~2! also indicate that the functionFNL@L# ex-
hibits sinusoidal lobes inside the tuning range of the la
diode, spaced in wavelength by a free spectral range equ
L0

2/D: ~i! a photodetector PD providing a linear conversi
of the optical power into a photocurrent with a conversi
factor K; ~ii ! a delay line that introduces a time delayT
longer than the response timet of the loop; ~iii ! the time
constantt of the system is theoretically limited by the wav
length switching time of the laser diode~typically 10 ns!.
Practically, the time constantt is related to the photodetecto
and its amplifier, as described in the experimental part.

Then the output wavelength of the system is ruled b
differential difference equation, also termed Ikeda’s equat
@16#:

l~ t !1t
dl

dt
~ t !5blsin2FpD

L0
2 l~ t2T!2F0G , ~3!

with bl5KP0S andF05pD/L0 , wherel(t) is the wave-
length deviation from the center wavelengthL0 , bl is the
bifurcation parameter inl units,D is the optical path differ-
ence of the birefringent plate,L0 is the center wavelength o
the tunable DBR laser, adjustable withI 20, t is the time
constant of the feedback loop,K is the adjustable photode
tector gain (A/W), P0 is the optical power of the tunabl
laser DBR (W), S is the wavelength–DBR-current tunin
rate of the laser (m/A). We refer the reader to Ref.@15# for
a detailed description of the system and considerations
routes to chaos in wavelength. The regime of oscillations
wavelength depends on the value of the bifurcation para
eter bl , which can be adjusted through the gainK of the
photodetector. As the bifurcation parameter is increased f
zero to a maximum valuebl max, the dynamics of the device
is characterized first by the well-known period doubling ca
cade, which converges to the so-called accumulation p
bl* , and then to full chaos for higher values of the bifurc
tion parameter as described in@15#.

In the following, the bifurcation parameter is set in ord
to operate in the full chaos regime. Under these conditio
the wavelengthl(t) emitted by the laser diode fluctuate
chaotically. The power spectrum of the fluctuations of wav
length thus obtained is similar to that of a white noise sp
trum with a bandwidth limited approximately to 1/(2pt).
Note that other chaotic behaviors could also be obtained
well, using other spectral filters in the feedback loop to
duce nonlinear functions and to generate different encryp
keys that can be used, for instance, to encode different
channels.

The dynamical properties~such as the attractor dimen
sion, the Lyapounov dimension, or the Lyapounov expone
@11#!, and the statistical properties of chaos attached to
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6620 57LARGER, GOEDGEBUER, AND DELORME
~3! have been calculated by Dorizziet al. @17#. They found
that nonlinear time-delayed differential systems with a s2

feedback exhibit a very complex behavior characterized
an attractor dimension that can be larger than 10, and a p
ability density function, which tends asymptotically to b
Gaussian when the bifurcation parameter is much gre
than the free spectral range of the spectral filter. The h
degree of complexity of the dynamics thus obtained@18#
makes such systems good candidates for signal encryp
Moreover, the simple expression of the dynamical law
pressed by Eq.~3! should be favorable for a highly reliabl
and easy control of the dynamics, which is required to
crypt the information at the receiver as explained in the f
lowing.

III. ENCRYPTION-DECRYPTION METHOD

A. Encrypting

The encryption method that is used consists in super
posing electrically the information signal to the chaotic s
nal propagating in the feedback loop~Fig. 2!. It should be
noticed here that the information signal is injected inside
chaotic oscillator loop, unlike the technique of an exter
addition sometimes used in other works@1,14#. In other
words, the information participates directly to the chao
dynamics ruled by Eq.~3!. Moreover, this in-loop addition
technique provides an easy decoding method as will be d
onstrated later.

Let s(t) be the signal to be encrypted andbl the bifurca-
tion parameter of the generator in Fig. 2 operating in a c
otic regime. Encryptings(t) in chaos is carried out by su
perimposing electricallys(t) to the injection currenti (t)
produced by the feedback loop. The wavelengthle(t) thus
emitted is chaotic and can be expressed as

le~ t !5S@ i ~ t !1s~ t !#5lc~ t !1ls~ t !. ~4!

The chaotic partlc(t) of the transmitted wavelengthle(t)
results from the feedback currenti (t), which obeys the fol-
lowing dynamical law~see Fig. 2!

i ~ t !1t
di

dt
~ t !5

bl

S
sin2FpD

L0
2 le~ t2T!2F0G . ~5!

Thenlc(t)5Si(t) is ruled by

lc~ t !1t
dlc

dt
~ t !5blsin2FpD

L0
@lc~ t2T!

1ls~ t2T!#2F0G . ~6!

Hence, the emitted wavelength aroundL0 is the sum of
lc(t), and of a small wavelength deviationls(t)5Ss(t)
corresponding to the information to be masked in the cha
part lc(t).

A key point is that the amplitude of the message is mu
smaller than the fluctuations of chaos, i.e.,s(t)! i (t), or
ls(t)!lc(t), in order to realize so-called chaos masking.
high masking efficiency requires a signal-to-chaos ratiorSC
much smaller than 1 for encoding a signal. Then, the in
ceptor can only detect chaotic fluctuations of the wavelen
y
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without being able to extract the small amplitude informati
signal, which is superimposed to chaos. From the Fou
analysis viewpoint, the spectrum ofs(t) should be narrower
and with a level much below that of chaos, so that inform
tion cannot be extracted by a simple filtering process. T
principle of this encryption method is similar to the Vernam
cipher method@19#, which is well known in cryptography
and which was proven to be absolutely secure by Shan
@20# provided that the noise has maximal entropy. In the c
discussed here, the spectrum of chaos is similar to that
white noise over a bandwidth that is of the order of 1/(2pt),
t being the response time of the slowest component form
the generator of chaos as defined in the previous sec
Entropy here is used in its statistical meaning and is
pressed as

V5(
i

pi ln~pi !,

wherepi is the probability for the wavelengthl i to appear in
the chaotic regime. The entropy was calculated
T/t560 from numerical simulations of Eq.~3! for different
values of the bifurcation parameterbl , and from the wave-
length statistics attached to each regime. The result is plo
in Fig. 3, which represents the evolution of entropy vers
the bifurcation parameterbl . It clearly shows that a high
value of the bifurcation parameter ensures a high entropy
detailed analysis of the degree of confidentiality thus o
tained remains to be carried out and is beyond the scop
this paper~see also Ref.@21#!.

B. Decoding

Let us now come back to the dynamics expressed by
~3!. The chaotic evolution of the wavelength emitted by t
generator is a particular solution with well-defined initi
conditions. To define entirely such a solution~also called a
trajectory in the phase space of the system!, the initial con-
ditions should be known over the time intervalT. Normally,
they have to be defined with an infinite accuracy for desc
ing a particular solution, due to the well-known high sen
tivity of chaotic systems to initial conditions; a negligibl
small difference between two neighbor initial conditio
grows exponentially, due to the positive Lyapounov exp
nents @11# of chaotic systems, and the two correspondi
trajectories diverge from each other very rapidly.

In order to achieve the decoding process, the local cha
oscillator at the receiver should be able to recognize any
the possible trajectories generated by the transmitter. He

FIG. 3. EntropyV vs bifurcation parameterbl , for F050.3
andT/t560.
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57 6621OPTICAL ENCRYPTION SYSTEM USING HYPERCHAOS . . .
the generator of chaos used as the receiver should be id
cal to that used at the transmitter and should operate
initial conditions identical to those used at the transmitt
Then, ideally, the receiver should generate chaos in wa
length synchronized with that produced by the transmit
Applying a message in the feedback loop of the transmi
yields a synchronization error at the receiver, and we
expect to retrieve the message. However, as the receiver
independent generator of chaos~without external synchroni-
zation!, synchronization is rapidly lost due to at least thr
different reasons:~i! information decoding is performe
through a ‘‘desynchronization’’ process;~ii ! the initial con-
ditions cannot be exactly the same between the transm
and the receiver~due to channel noise, for instance!; ~iii ! the
devices forming the chaotic oscillator at the receiver can
duplicate perfectly those used at the transmitter for tech
logical reasons. This results in a dramatic desynchroniza
between trajectories defined by slightly different dynami
laws. This is also the reason why much work has been
voted to chaos synchronization. The method we use is
ferent and operates without external synchronization.

The decoding method used is actually performed by
dating continuously the initial conditions, including th
message-induced perturbations, and by using a s
synchronized dynamical process at the receiver~no input im-
plies no output!. The principle of operation of the
encrypting-decrypting system is depicted in Fig. 4 in whi
the transmitter and receiver are schemed as two blocks
the transmitter the information-bearing signals(t) is added
to the feedback signal as explained before, and the em
wavelengthle(t) is expressed by Eq.~4!. The message is
encoded as a time-dependent wavelength modulation of
carrier, which is chaotic in wavelength as explained earl
A part of it is used to operate as a feedback signal for

FIG. 4. Principle of operation of the cryptosystem.
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nonlinear device in the transmitter, while the other part
directed to the receiver. At the receiver, the input signa
routed to the nonlinear device, which is identical to that us
in the transmitter, and which produces a chaotic regime id
tical to that of the first laser. Then the encoded signa
recovered by subtracting the output wavelength from the
put wavelength.

Let us first consider a chaotic oscillation without inform
tion encoding, i.e.,s(t)50 andle(t)5lc(t) at the transmit-
ter. In Fig. 4, the box at the transmitter stands for the n
linear delayed dynamical process~NLDDP!. Its input is a set
of continuous wavelengthsle(t) on a time interval @ t
2T,t#, that are the initial conditions. Starting from this in
tial state, the NLDDP generates at the box output another
of continuous wavelengthsle(t) on the time interval@ t,t
1T#. These values are fed back to the box input as n
initial conditionsle(t)5lc(t) to reinitiate the process. Th
transmitter operates as an autonomous chaotic oscilla
since it generates a chaotic wavelengthle(t) without the
need of any external signal. This chaotic wavelength ob
the dynamical law expressed by Eq.~6!.

The working conditions of the receiver are different.
contrast, it works as a nonautonomous chaotic system.
wavelength values generated during the successive time
tervals @ t1(n21)T,t1nT# by the transmitter are used b
the nonautonomous receiver as external initial conditions
produce with a delayT other wavelength valueslc8(t) on
successive time intervals@ t1nT,t1(n11)T#. In Fig. 4, the
receiver box is schemed as a nonautonomous gene
whose dynamics is ruled by

lc8~ t !1t8
dlc8

dt
~ t !5bl8sin2F pD8

~L0!2 le~ t2T8!2F08G .
~7!

Its experimental realization is described later. As the d
namical process of the receiver is identical to that of
transmitter, i.e.,t85t, D85D, T85T, F085F0 , the cha-
otic wavelength values calculated at the receiver are iden
to those generated by the transmitter, since they operate
the same initial conditions:le(t)5lc8(t).

Let us now consider the case of a messages(t) applied to
the transmitter at timet. Then the wavelength at the receiv
input is le(t)5lc(t)1ls(t) @see Eq.~4!#, while the wave-
lengthlc8(t) at the receiver output is ruled by Eq.~7!, which
can be written as

lc8~ t !1t8
dlc8

dt
~ t !

5bl8sin2F pD8

~L0!2 @lc~ t2T8!1ls~ t2T8!#2F08G . ~8!

Settingbl5bl8 , t5t8, D5D8, F05F08 , and comparing
Eq. ~8! with Eq. ~7!, we have obviouslylc8(t)5lc(t). The
information s(t) is then recovered at the receiver by su
tracting the output wavelength from the input:ls8(t)
5le(t)2lc8(t). As the transmitter and receiver are assum
to be identical, and assuming no noise is introduced by
transmission link, the information is recovered without a
distortion.
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6622 57LARGER, GOEDGEBUER, AND DELORME
C. Decoding errors

As the transmitter and receiver are not identical, the
covered signal is altered by a decoding error. This decod
error can be evaluated, calculating the difference between
receiver input and output wavelengthslc8(t)2lc(t)5«(t).
In an ideal system, this difference is equal to zero as
message is applied to the transmitter. Practically, the com
nents forming the transmitter and the receiver have to
adjusted carefully. The most critical adjustments are on
F0 andbl parameters. Considering the following parame
deviationsDbl5bl82bl and DF05F082F0 between the
transmitter and receiver, the error dynamics«(t) is ruled by
the following equation, which is obtained by subtracting E
~8! from Eq. ~6!:

«~ t !1t
d«

dt
~ t !5

Dbl

2
2blDF0

3cos$2@le~ t2T!2F01a#% ~9!

with tan(2a)52blDF0 /Dbl .
By integrating numerically Eq.~6! and Eq.~9!, we evalu-

ated the root-mean-square~rms! error decoding noises
5^«2(t)& of «(t) due to parameter mismatch. The calculat
valuesb,F(Dbl ,DF0) is represented in Fig. 5 for a particu
lar dynamical regime of the chaotic oscillator defined
bl50.2 nm andF050.3, and as a function of the deviatio
of the F0 and bl parameters. The rms decoding noise
expressed in dB units as (s)dB510 log10@s# in the
(Dbl ,DF0) plane. The 0 dB reference level is arbitra
taken as the rms level of the chaotic signal computed fr
Eq. ~3!. For Dbl5DF050, the transmitter and receiver de
vices are perfectly duplicated, and the decoding noise is z
~2` in dB!. When increasing theF0 andbl mismatch, the
rms decoding noise is increased. As an illustration,
DF050 andDbl /bl55%, we obtain an rms decoding o
about230 dB. The latter determines the minimum theore
cal rSC of the information-bearing signals(t) masked origi-
nally in chaos. Here, the messages(t) can be 230 dB
@(rSC)dB5230 dB# below the masking chaos for the the
retical limit of a signal-to-noise ratio (rSN) equal to 1 at the
receiver output. More generally, therSC of s(t) in the mask-
ing chaos can be expressed in dB units as

~rSC!dB5~s!dB1~rSN!dB , ~10!

FIG. 5. Decoding error in dB vs parameter mismat
(DF0 ,Dbl /bl).
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wheres is related to the decoding noise due to the transm
ter and receiver mismatch, andrSN refers to the signal-to-
noise ratio required at the receiver output. For instance, c
ing back to the case of a 5%bl mismatch, and assuming th
signals(t) is recovered at the receiver output with a sign
to-noise ratiorSN520 dB, s(t) is masked within chaos with
a signal-to-chaos ratiorSC5210 dB. This does not conside
the influence of other parameters, such as the detection n
or the channel noise.

IV. THE RECEIVER USED FOR SIGNAL DECODING

The receiver is depicted in Fig. 6. The same compone
as those forming the transmitter are used, except the l
diode, which is removed. The NLDDP is performed using
birefringent plate BP8 set between crossed polarizersP18 and
P28 a photodetector PD8 with an amplification gainK8, and a
delay line with a time delayT85T. Due to propagation
losses in the transmission fiber, the photocurrent detecte
PD8 should be amplified withK8 adjusted such that the bi
furcation parameters in the transmitter and the receiver
the same. The time constant of the system ist85t. It can be
adjusted using a low pass filter as shown in Fig. 6.

The birefringent plate BP8 behaves as a spectral filter wit
a nonlinear spectral curveFNL8 @L#. It is chosen to exhibit the
same OPD as that used in the transmitter,D85D. Then we
haveFNL8 @L#5FNL@L#. The light beam is routed to the bi
refringent plate and converted into a time-delayed electr
signal by the photodetector and the delay lineT. The sub-
traction process is performed on the output photocurrent g
erated by the NLDDP, and the signal provided by a wa
length detector which converts linearly the input wavelen
into an electric current. The wavelength detector used
formed by a spectral filter realized by a birefringent pla
BP9 set between crossed polarizersP19 andP29 and operating
at the inflection point of its spectral transmission curve.
nally, the original message is recovered at the output of
receiver.

FIG. 6. Receiver. The receiver is a replica of the transmit
without the laser diode. The input is the output light beam of
transmitter in which the message is encrypted. A part of it is
rected into a delayed nonlinear subsystem formed by elements i
tical to those used in the transmitter. The signal thus obtaine
subtracted from the input, yielding the recovery of the messag
the output.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

Experimental verifications were conducted with a tw
electrode In12xGaxAsyP12y DBR laser diode operating at
center wavelengthL051550 nm, as the currentI 20 was 9
mA. Its wavelength tunability and continuous tuning ran
wereS50.25 nm/mA anddl51.5 nm, respectively. The la
ser threshold wasI 10th58 mA, and the operating power wa
P055 mW, which was obtained forI 10520 mA. The bire-
fringent plate BP used in the transmitter feedback loop wa
7 cm long calcite slab. Its OPD wasD5(ne2no) l
511 mm, with ne2no50.157 for calcite atL051.55mm
wavelength. The polarizersP1 and P2 were Glan polarizers
oriented at 45° to the fast and slow axes of BP. Antireflect
coatings were necessary to minimize unwanted interferen
from the multiple reflected beams. The nonlinear funct
FNL induced by the birefringent plate was checked, tun
the wavelength of the laser diode. Figure 7 shows the ch
neled spectrum thus obtained. Seven oscillations can be
inside the tuning range of the laser diode, with a free spec
range FSR that was measured to be 0.21 nm, as expe
from Eq.~2!. The delay line was formed by a charge-coupl
device memory component~first in first out! of 512 analog
capacitive memories. The delayT wasT50.51 ms. The con-
stant time of the transmitter was adjusted att58.6ms using
a low-pass filter. This value was voluntarily chosen to
large enough due to the electronic equipment available a
laboratory. The detector in the transmitter feedback loop w
a 0.9A/W InxGa12xAs/InP photodiode followed by a
transimpedance amplifier whose gainK was adjusted such
that the value of the bifurcation parameter wasbl

50.2 nm. Then the wavelength emitted by the transmi
was a chaotic signalle(t). Its spectrum, which is shown in
Fig. 8, was obtained using a fast Fourier transform~FFT!
spectrum analyzer. The spectrum thus obtained is simila
that of a white noise whose bandwidth is 1/(2pt)
518 kHz. The messages(t) to be encrypted was added
the current in the feedback loop, and the encoded cha
signal was routed in free space to the receiver.

The operating mode of the receiver was checked usin
birefringent plate BP8, a photodetector and a delay line ide
tical to those in the transmitter. As mentioned earlier, sig
decoding requires the receiver to be closely matched to
transmitter. The first conditionF085F0 was achieved by
comparing the channeled spectra produced by BP and B8,
and rotating BP8 around one of its axes in order to adjusta
accurately its OPD to that of BP. A fine tuning of the rotati
angle allowed the two channeled spectra to be superimp
exactly. The second condition on the bifurcation parame
bl85bl was easily fulfilled by adjusting the receiver gainK8

FIG. 7. Nonlinear function: channeled spectrum.
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as there is no message (s50), such that the signal at th
receiver output is zero~practically, the decoder output is a
tered by a slight noise, probably due to unavoidable dev
tions in the characteristics of the electronic devices use!.
The adjustment of the other parameters, such as the delT
and the response timet, was found to be much less critica

First the system was tested with no message driving
transmitter@s(t)50#. Figure 9~a! shows the chaotic carrie
obtained at the receiver output as the photodetector PD8 was
switched off, and its FFT which shows a continuous bro
spectrum. The23 dB cutoff frequency was measured to b
20 kHz ~see Fig. 8!.

Then we turned PD8 on to obtain the decoding error«(t)
as shown in Fig. 9~b!. Its rms as defined in the previou
section was measured to be222 dB.

A 2 kHz sine signals(t) was then applied to the transmi
ter. Its level was adjusted27 dB below the masking chaoti
carrier. This was carried out by comparing chaos and
message amplitude at the receiver output. The chaos l
was first measured with no message applied to the trans
ter, and with PD8 off. Then the chaotic carrier was sup
pressed by opening the feedback loop in the transmitter,
the level of s(t) was adjusted at the receiver output, st
maintaining PD8 off, to be about 0.4 that of the chaoti
wave. Figure 10 shows the chaotic encrypted signalle(t)
thus obtained. The sine waves(t) was not recognizable in
the spectrum ofle(t). Finally, the cryptosystem was ope

FIG. 8. Experimental FFT spectrum of the chaotic fluctuatio
of wavelength~bl50.23,F050.3, T/t560!.

FIG. 9. No message is applied to the transmitter@s(t)50#. ~a!
Chaotic carrierlc(t) ~top trace! and its FFT spectrum~bottom
trace!. ~b! Noise«(t) at the receiver output@top trace# and its FFT
spectrum~bottom trace!. The level of noise«(t) is 222 dB below
that of the chaotic carrierlc(t).
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ated, ands(t) was obtained at the receiver output with
(rSN)dB of the order of 15 dB@Fig. 10~b!#, that was in good
accordance with theoretical predictions in Eq.~10!. Figure
11 gives other illustrations obtained ass(t) was a 4 kHz
square signal encrypted using similar working conditions

VI. CONCLUSION

An experimental optical encryption system was repor
in the audio frequency domain. Its originality relies on t
use of wavelength-agile laser diodes to generate a mas
chaotic carrier. The use of wavelength to generate the
quired nonlinearities allows an easy control of the chao
dynamics both at the transmitter and at the receiver. Mo
over, this provides potentially a number of encryption ke
simply by changing the nonlinear element involved in t

FIG. 10. The messages(t) is a 2 kHz sine wave form.~a!
Chaotic encrypted wavelengthle(t) emitted by the transmitter~top
trace! and its FFT spectrum~bottom trace!. The messages(t) is
masked with a27 dB signal-to-chaos ratio.~b! Decoded signal at
the receiver output~top trace! and its FFT spectrum~bottom trace!
showing a strong peak at 2 kHz frequency, with a signal-to-no
ratio of 15 dB.
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differential delayed dynamical process. The limits of the e
coding efficiency were shown to be related to the decod
parameters that can be easily matched to those used in
transmitter. This experimental issue is physically inheren
wavelength. This indeed offers a high flexibility compared
other optical systems with power-induced nonlinearities a
that have been mostly plagued by optical instabilities and
difficulty to duplicate two optical chaos. Future work wi
deal with improving the system performance in view of a
plications to encrypt signals with high bit rates as well
with a better understanding of the confidentiality attached
hyperchaos.
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FIG. 11. The messages(t) is a 4 kHz square wave form.~a!
Chaotic encrypted wavelengthle(t) emitted by the transmitter~top
trace! and its FFT spectrum~bottom trace!. The messages(t) is
masked with a210 dB signal-to-chaos ratio.~b! Decoded signal at
the receiver output~top trace! and its FFT spectrum~bottom trace!
showing the fundamental and the harmonics. The signal-to-n
ratio is 12 dB.
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